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ABSTRACT: This Our project makes women feel safer. Just shake your phone, and it becomes a signal for help. It uses 

smart GPS and quick alerts to get assistance fast. It's not just basic – our project also understands when something's wrong 

without you saying it. The emergency button isn't just a button; it sends out messages quickly to people you trust. In a world 

where everyone does the same thing, our project is different. Let's create a world where women move with confidence – where 

a simple shake means safety is right there with them. We focus on the proposed model that can be used to deal with the 

problem of security issue of women using GPS based tracking system. But here's the cool part – it's not just a regular 

hero. It's a superhero with superpowers! It can sense when things aren't right without you even saying it. The 

emergency button isn't just a button; it's like a magic wand that shoots out messages to your trusted allies. In a world 

where everyone is a superhero, our project is the caped crusader breaking the mold. Let's paint a picture where 

women strut with superhero confidence – where a simple shake unleashes a forcefield of safety and every step is a 

unique adventure. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

  In a world where women exhibit unparalleled prowess in uniting diverse groups for a shared cause, the paramount 

importance of safeguarding their well-being cannot be overstated. Recognizing that physical strength may not always 

be on their side, especially in emergency situations, extends a clarion call for providing them with adequate 

protection. Picture this: a helping hand in times of crisis, a solace for those who may not be as physically robust. To 

fortify their safety, we delve into a realm where identifying and summoning resources become second nature, 

significantly diminishing the specter of violent crimes that disproportionately affect them. As we navigate through a 

society that sometimes fails to shield its daughters, recent events, like the resonating outrage in Delhi, serve as a stark 

reminder of the prevalent safety issues. In response, individuals are rallying in unique ways, and technology emerges 

as a potent ally. Enter a new era of safety, where specially crafted apps become the modern-day guardians, not just for 

students on campuses but for every woman seeking assurance in the face of uncertainty. These innovative 

applications, born out of societal awakening, transcend the traditional boundaries. Their purpose expands beyond 

mere personal safety; they serve as beacons of awareness during critical situations. Picture an app designed not just to 

provide security but to instill a heightened sense of awareness. The uniqueness lies not only in activating emergency 

contacts but in the seamless integration of user-initiated distress signals. A simple press of a button sets forth a ripple 

effect, generating a distress signal (SOS) and notifying pre-saved contacts with a precise location. In essence, this app 

is a testament to proactive security, a digital ally empowering women in times of need. It's not just a safety net; it's a 

personalized guardian, standing against the backdrop of societal challenges. Join us in embracing this innovative 

narrative, where every tap on a screen echoes a commitment to the safety and empowerment of  women. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 

Android, powered by the robust Linux kernel, stands as the foremost mobile OS. A brainchild of the Google team, it 

opens doors to a world where Java becomes the language of innovation. Our current system thrives on the dynamic 

Android platform. Setting itself apart, Android employs a custom virtual machine, a masterpiece optimizing the 

delicate dance between memory and hardware resources on smartphones. Here, there's no hierarchy; core applications 

and third-party gems enjoy equal access to the phone's capabilities. Android isn't just an OS; it's the orchestrator of an 

ecosystem, where every line of code paints a unique stroke in the evolving canvas of technology. 

 
A. Existing Systems 

1. RAKSH– In the cosmos of women's safety, behold a quartet of technological guardians, each wielding a unique 

prowess. RAKSH– WOMEN SAFETY ALERT stands as a beacon, not just sharing your location with a click 

but orchestrating a distress signal, a resonant buzzer reaching out to trusted contacts, even in the absence of data, 

through the art of SMS. 

2. GLYMPSE – SHARE GPS LOCATION, born on January 28, 2015, emerges as the nimble maestro. It dances 

freely, sharing real-time GPS coordinates without the shackles of sign-ups or contact management. A swift, free, 

and straightforward solution for weaving a tapestry of connection with friends and family. 

3. Enter GUARDLY, a bespoke creation tailored for women's safety. Offering more than a lifeline, it crafts a 

personalized phone call, divulges immediate locations, and triggers an emergency alert to selected confidants. A 

detailed profile adds an extra layer of protection, making it a versatile ally across various digital landscapes. 

4. STREET SAFE, birthed on International Women’s Day, becomes the rallying cry for community solidarity. A 

mere button click sets forth a symphony of crisis features – from updating Facebook with your location to 

dispatching SMS alerts and heralding a resonant alarm. It concludes with a call to your chosen emergency 

number, solidifying its role as a unique safeguarding force. 

5. In this symphony of safety, these apps redefine the narrative, transforming smartphones into personalized 

arsenals for the well-being of women. 

 

B. Proposed Systems 

The proposed system is for women safety and overcomes the disadvantages of the existing systems. This proposed 

system is GPS based “Women Security System”. It consists of GPS device i.e. any Android Phone .The device will 

provide the position information such as latitude, longitude of the user. 

 

 The proposed system is based on advanced sensors. Whenever the user click on button, a distress signal will get 

generated automatically and then a message alert is sent to the contacts which are added in the emergency 

contacts list. 

 Low battery alert : when the user battery will be less than 10%, a low battery alert message will be sent to the 

emergency contacts. 

 Will implement the notification without internet in our proposed system. 
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III. EVALUATION RESULTS AND UNIQUENESS 
 

The evaluation unfolds in three key steps, each a vital chapter. Step one involves embedding contacts—relatives, 

friends, and city chief—into the app during installation. The second step sees the app dispatching GPS info to 

contacts, triggered by the rescue button, contingent on network connection and GPS activation. The final step is a 

continuous relay of location URLs to registered contacts, creating a rhythmic assurance. This unique tri-step dance 

fuses technology and human connection, forming a robust shield for those in need. The final choreography in this 

triad involves a continuous relay of messages containing location URLs to the registered contacts. This relentless 

transmission becomes the heartbeat of the application, pulsating a rhythm of assurance to the safety guardians. In 

essence, this unique tri-step evaluation unveils the intricate dance of safety, intertwining technology and human 

connection to forge a robust shield for those in need. 

 

UNIQUENESS 
 
The previous application is running at the end of user with internet, Means when user will press any key and send 

notification to guardian at that time we will require internet and we have to follow steps. But we will implement same 

notification without internet in our proposed system. This system is for women safety and overcomes the 

disadvantages of the existing systems. This proposed system is GPS based “Women Security System”. It consists of 

GPS device i.e. any Android Phone. Whenever the user click on button, a distress signal will get generated 

automatically and then a message alert is sent to the guardians contact. 

 

A. RESULTS 

The following figures are the screen shots Rakshak application initially from the starting of it. 

Figure 1 represents, When user launches the application in his/her Android phone, the very first screen which lands is 

the Login Screen. First the user have to register himself by entering the details as the respective name and contact 

number of the user. 
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Figure 1 : Login Page Interface 

 

 

Figure 2 represents, After entering the correct details in order to Sign Up, the confirmation code (OTP) will be sent to 

the user at his/her respective contact number. 

 

Figure 2 : Verification through OTP Interface 
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Figure 3 represents, After successfully logged in by the user, main application pop up window will open up which 

consists of the following functions: 

Figure 3: Guardian Registration 

Figure 4 represents, Guardian Registration is the care person of women who will get notification of alert and having 

authority to track location of user. 

Guardian gets OTP for registration and gets all details from application. 

Figure 4 : Guardian Alert notification 
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Figure 5 represents, In Guardian alert notification parent come to know about what is happening with the child and 

exact notification comes and we need to call and check whether this location is found and set location it will track 

after 20 seconds. 

Figure 5: Location Tracing 

 

Track Me : The track me feature allows the user to view the exact dynamic location of the victim. First user have to 

send the Track Me request at the receivers end. The receiver will accept the request and then his/her name will appear 

on the friends you are tracking on the bottom of the application. The user could select that friend from there and then 

it will get automatically re-directed to the Google maps from where the user could view the exact location of the 

victim and also where’s he/she heading to. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we have described Rakshak, an android application for the safety of women. This application helps in 

live tracking of the location of the victim through GPS along with one of the registered contacts receives a call from 

the root device. A women safety Android application can play a crucial role in enhancing the security and well-being 

of women in today's world. By offering features such as emergency alerts, location tracking, and resources for self-

defense, such apps empower women to take control of their safety. It's essential for these applications to be user-

friendly, reliable, and regularly updated to ensure their effectiveness. Additionally, collaboration with law enforcement 

agencies and local communities can further enhance the impact of these apps in promoting women's safety. Ultimately, 

the development and usage of women safety Android applications are important steps towards creating a safer and 

more inclusive society for all. Out project aims to complete solution of woman safety during unexpected time provide 

hope to track women. 
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